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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of the pressure waves transmitted by detonation
of gaseous mixtures to the surrounding air were measured by tests made
near the ground level in 1 to 54 m spherical balloons containing
air-acetylene or air-ethylene mixtures.
As concerns the peak overpressure Ap, a theorical dimensional analysis
in accordance with the experimental results shows that ûp can be expressed
as a function of two independent variables, which are the radial distance R
and the volume V of the balloon. A semi-empirical formula, including
ground effects, is proposed and its present validity range is given.
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I - INTRODUCTION

The present study is related to the assessment of the impacts on
a nuclear power plant of accidents that may occur in an industrial
environment or on nearby transportation routes.
To be more specific the actual aim here is to improve present knowledge
on the pressure wave transmitted to the air, resulting from an uncon-
fined gas cloud explosion ; the formation of such a cloud may be the
consequence of a large gaseous hydrocarbon release in the surroundings.

Various surveys on gas explosions have been made up to now (see e.g.
ref. 1 and 2 ) , where most of the severe damaging accidents appear to be
the consequence of deflagrations with a relatively rapid flame speed.
Studies have been initiated at the laboratory scale to try and understand
the kinetics of such reactions, which are still insufficiently known.
Besides, as gas detonation can be considered as an over-estimate of gas
deflagrations with regard to the intensity of the peak overpressure
transmitted to the air, a program of large scale gas detonation tests has
been initiated to find similitary laws that could be extrapolated for
design purposes.

Some work has already been done on that subject, but the available
literature shows an unaccounted for discrepancy of the experimental data
compared with theoretical predictions.

The present work was jointly sponsered by the French "Commissariat
S l'Energie Atomique" and the Utility "Electricité de France". Detonation
tests were carried out at the "Centre d'Etudes Scientifiques et Techni-
ques d'Aquitaine" (CESTA) and most of the theoretical work has been performed
by the "Laboratoire d'Energétique et de Dêtonique" (University of POITIERS).
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2 - EXPERIMENTAL \

The gaseous explosive mixture was contained in spherical thin-wall,
balloons ; latex weather balloons, used in a first step, were later replaced
by.Mylar ones ; the advantages of the latter are a better strength and \
transparency for flame observation. - \

The volume V ranged from 1 to 54 cubic meters and the center of symmetry
was located 3.5 m above the ground level.
Two different air-hydrocarbon mixtures were used :

i ) 16 X acetylene in volume,
ii) 8 % ethylene in volume.

A 5 % propane-air mixture was also used, but the results could not be taken

into account due to the fact that the required reaction, viz.the self-sustained

spherical detonation,was not obtained in the test conditions.

-• Flame speed

The relevant flame speed (about-1.9 km/sec for the said detonation) was usually
measured by means of the following devices :

i ) electric contacts triggering time recording are placed on the deto-
nator and others on the wall of the balloon (an average flame speed can
then be calculated),

'ii) chronophotdgraphic records (one 16 mm framing camera, 10,000 full
size images/sec and one 16mm streak camera).

Blast waves (Fig. 1)

The static overpressure perturbation p-po= f(r>0) as a function
of time & and radial distance r in the surrounding air (p0 = 1 bar»
T Q = 290°K) was investigated by means of several different types of
pressure sensors, which were set, alone or in combination, on vertical
rods 3.5 m above the ground level. These rods were fixed in heavy
concrete blocks lying on expanded plastics to avoid disturbances due
to the blast induced ground motion.
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Two types of sensors were connected to .'ligh performance amplifiers
and recorders that could deal with frequencies up to 100 kHz ; one is
an ENSMA advanced sensor, which has a small 1 mm wide detection area
resulting in a sharp resolution, the other is the standard CELESCO LC 13
pressure sensor ; hence the very steep peak overpressure could be
correctly recorded. The third model used, the KISTLER 412 pressure sensor,
has a 30 mm wide detection area ; besides, due to internal reso-
nance, its output frequencies above 3 kHz have to be cut off. Such a "
sensor is therefore unadequate for obtaining an accurate value of the
peak overpressure, which would be rather smoothed in our case, but it is
well adapted for recording the low frequency pressure decrease following
this peak.

The instrumented radial distance r from the point of symmetry
varied from Ro (radius of the balloon) to 60 m corresponding to a
maximum of £ *> 50.

Ignition

In our tests, all with central ignition, a minimum shock initiation
was required to get a self-sustained detonation within a short distance
to the centre. For" air-acetylene mixture about lg of primer had to be used
(successfully with 12 tests), whereas for air-ethylene mixtures the same
primer had to be reinforced by 10 g of solid explosive (12 successful
tests).

The balance between the initiating charge energy and the chemical
energy contained in the spherical charge of the detonable mixture leads
to define an equivalent radius R. which can be compared to the effective
charge radius R_. In the worst case (strongest ignitor, smallest balloon)

Rthe i ratio was of the order of 1/4 and consequently the observed
%

detonation wave could be considered as a self-sustained spherical
detonation and not as an overdriven one. .

Results

In each experiment the pressure records yielded the numerical
functions R(t), 4 p{R) and Ap(t) in which R, t and A p are respec-
tively the shock front radius (R > R ) , the arrival time and the peak
overpressure Ap = Pi"Po> Pi being the pressure just behind the shock front.



In the ranges 1 £ V 4 54m3 and 1 < R/RQ ̂  50, an important1 result
is that the dimensionless shock front radius expressed as R/Ro = f(t/t0),
where t0 = RQ/D and D is the calculated Chapman-Jouguet detonation
speed, is a unique curve (Fig. 2) independent of the volumes and
of the detonating gaseous mixtures for which the characteristics were
as a matter of fact very similar. .. ^

The variations of the dimensionless peak overpressures 4p/p as func-
tion of the dimensionless radius R/P<0 with the volume V as a parameter
are presented in Fig.-3 (air-acetylene mixture) and Fig. 4 (air-ethylene
one). It appears clearly that the overpressure A P(R/R O) is not a
function of the unique variable R/Ro ; the divergence of the set of
curves is very sensitive in the far field. Other things equal, the value
of A p increases with the increasing volume.

Semi-empirical relation

For direct applications the most important is to define a similitude
law through a numerical relationAp = f(R/R0» V) in which the independent
effects of both the parameters R/RQ and V (or R ) are expressed. In the
Log V-Log R plane (Fig. 5), the experimental results for fixed values
of A P suggest a linear relation such as :

Log V = A Log R + B (1)

in which the coefficients A and B are dependent on the overpressure A p
only. Numerically A and B.appear to be linear functions of Log A.P ;
relation (1) becomes then : -' ' ' .

Log A p =» Log V - 2-405 Log « * 1-210 ( 2)
0.122 Log R + 1.429

with V and R expressed respectively in cubic meters and in meters.
4 3Taking into account the volume V = T*tt*R0 equation (2) becomes :

Log R/Rn - 0.247 Log Rn - 1.098 ,„*
Log A p = - 19.778 °- V3)

Log R/RQ + Log RQ + 11.752

evidencing the effect of both R/R and RQ.

Up to now formulas (2) and (3) have to be considered as well adapted
numerical fits of the experimental results obtained in the tests and can
be used safely in the restricted range defined by :
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1 m3 <" V < 500 m3 \
0.02 bar<4p <, 2bars
2 i |<200

o '•• .

These formulas include ground reflection effect and therefore shall,not be

used for heights of explosion H exceeding largely a few meters. . \

In fact the parameter H has been varied in a limited range according
to the test field present means and was not found to have an effect
on 4 p(R) in such a range.

3 - THEORY (Fig. 1)

Relation (1) Log V = A Log R + B for a given value of 4 p, which has
been suggested by the experimental results, cas also be deduced from theore-
tical considerations ; this will reinforce the credibility of a two-variable
law for A p.

According to SEDOV /3/ dimensional analysis, let us assume that
the pressure function p at the time 0 on a spherical' surface defined by the
radius r (RQ { r £ R) downstream the shock front can be expressed by :

(4)

Where.: C is a dimensionless constant,
E is the total combustion energy of the gaseous charge,

Po is the initial pressure,
p 0 is the density of the surrounding air.

m, n,«( ,fi , and tfare dependent numerical coefficients ; from the dimensional
analysis m, n and If can be expressed as functions of<K and{3 .
On the shock front r = R, 0 = t and p = p. ; then the ratioTT, = — appears

po

as a function of two independent dimensionless parameters X andyw. :

(5)

Incidently, for strong shocks, "if. is independent of p , which leads
to ft- 1 andifj = O f 1 ; the well-known similitary law for such explosions
can then be found :
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RB " x WCi)
where the two different explosions A and B are supposed to generate the same
value of Tf,. . . . .

• • • . y

Coming back to the tests under consideration, we are in the case of
weak shocks andp>? 1.

At the outer limit of the gaseous charge we have R = RQ, t * t andiT. =*^10

then expression (5) leads to :

log IT. = Log"ff,o + m Log jp + n Log |- (6)1 o o

where LogTTjp is a constant for a given explosive mixture. '
The measured experimental correlations./! p = f (jr , -I- ) were used to calculate
the above coefficients m and n. For the air-acet$len2 and air-ethylene mixtures,
they are found to vary respectively from + 70 to 0.9 and from - 40 to - 1.5 \
in the range 1.5^ R/RQ ^ 50, with increasing values of R/RQ.
m and n appear to be pressure dependent but linearly bound irrespective of
the gas volume : ~ '

n = - 0.56 m - 1.00 (7)

For a given Ap, relation (5) leads to : i

«{ Log V + ra Log R + n Log t = constant (8) ;

R twhere t is bound to R by the experimental space-time relation •£- = f (-r-) found ;

to be independent of the gas volume. ° °
Equation (8) gives then the same relation as (1). In a limited range of R/R v
it is possible to approximate the space-time relation and then to estimate '
numerical values for A and B which are found to be very close of the values ;
previously deduced from Fig. 5. .'>.

4 - COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK

A rough comparison is made on Fig. 6 (air-acetylene tests) and Fig. 7 :
(air-ethylene tests) ; A p (in bars) is shown on the y-axis whereas values ;
of dimensionless R/R are plotted on the x-axis. ^
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CESTA results are indicated by various signs and the hachured area . , "•%
covers all the experimental data recorded in a recent survey made at the <
Me 6ILL University MONTREAL /4 J. \ ; :

The graphs represent : ^ ;
a) a damping law deduced from TNT equivalent considerations, \
b) the KOGARKO numerical fit /5/, j
c) BRINKLEY-KIRKWOOD theory where the blast energy is supposed to account ':'\

for 20 % of the combustion total energy (from /4/).
d) spherical piston theory (from /47),
e) code CLOUD result (from /4/).

The CESTA results appear to give higher overpressures in the far field, ;
but an accurate comparison is rather difficult to achieve because various .'t
explosive mixtures and pressure sensors were used. Furthermore the CESTA ;
test conditions resulted in a systematic ground reflection effect, which is i
not necessarily the case for other tests. • :>;

5 - CONCLUSIONS -g

From the discussion of the CESTA experiments it results that : • •]

(i) the peak overpressure Ap of the blast waves, generated by the detonation i

"of spherical charges of various sizes of rich ethylene-air and acetylene-air •
mixtures at ambient conditions, appear to depend on two parameters : the 1
dimensionless radius R/RQ and the volume V (or the radius RQ) of the charge ; U

(ii) when the volume V varies inside the restricted 1 to 54 m range, such j
Û P (R/RQ» V) dependence can be summarized by means of a numerical empirical :

law valid for large radii such as R/Ro*v50 ; _ -

In
(ill) by a dimensional analysis of the dependence of the overpressure A p
on the initial parameters, the form of the empirical law can be justified
and the values of the relevant coefficients roughly checked. i

The validity of the numerical empirical law can be extended to mixture >
volumer. up to some hundreds of m ; nevertheless further extrapolation is t

,4
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not recommandée! until complementary tests have been achieved. These'tests
will involve larger amounts or explosive mixtures ; besides, a possible
effect of the explosion height will be further investigated in the range
of interest.
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CESTA TESTS
ACETYLENE • AIR MIXTURE

1.1 m3 GASEOUS MIXTURE
H

grophs : TNT equivotent

supposed to be :

5 kg TNT per kg acetylene'

Q) 10 kg TNT per kg acetylene

CESTA TESTS

ETHYLENE-AiR MIXTURE

3 • 3 m s GASEOUS MIXTURE
4 + 9 .. .
6 O 26.8 „
9 4 30

<TNT equivalent supposed tobs

5 kg TNT per kg cthyicn*

10 kg TNT per kg ethylcne

2 KOGARKO numerical fit

3 spherical piston theory

4 CLOUD code

5 BRINKLEY a KIRKW000 theory
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